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CHAPTER 1 

THE BUSINESS ORGANISATION  

1 WHY ORGANISATIONS EXIST 

(a) What is meant by the term ‘organisation’ 

There are a number of different ways of thinking about organisation: 

• According to Buchanan and Huczynski an organisation is ‘a social arrangement 
for the controlled performance of collective goals’. 

• ‘Organisation’ can thus refer to a group or institution arranged for efficient 
work, or to a social or informal group such as a club.  

• ‘Organisation’ can also refer to a process, i.e. structuring and arranging the 
activities of the enterprise or institution to achieve the stated objectives.   

(b) Why organisations exist  

 Organisations exist because they can achieve results that individuals cannot achieve 
alone.  

Organisations can: 

• meet an individual’s need for social relationships or companionship.  People join 
organisations because they consider that they will be more secure, more 
successful, have more needs and wants satisfied and be better off. 

• increase productive ability through specialisation, exchange and synergy, that is, 
the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.   

• save time – a group can accomplish a task more quickly than lone individuals. 

• pool knowledge – members of organisations can share knowledge and skills. 

• be power centres – an individual rarely has the power to influence events on the 
large scale whereas most organisations can influence demand, win orders and 
create wealth. 

• accumulate knowledge for subsequent use and further learning. 

• be more cost efficient and time effective in dealing with internal and external 
environments. 
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2 SERVICE ORGANISATIONS 

The main differences between service and manufacturing organisation is as follows: 

• Intangibility – you buy an experience rather than a physical product – at the circus you 
experience the action, the sounds, and even the smells of a performance. 

• Inseparability/simultaneity – customers often must be present during the production 
of a service, and cannot take the service home – you have to turn up to the 
performance to experience it live. 

• Heterogeneity – the precise nature of the service and hence quality varies – at the 
circus some performers may work on a shift basis and some clowns may be funnier 
than others. 

• Perishability – the unused service capacity from one time period cannot be stored for 
future use – if demand for the circus is low for one performance, then this doesn’t 
mean the circus has extra resources for the next performance. 
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3 THE AGENCY PROBLEM 

(a) What is meant by the ‘agency problem’ 

 For many companies there is a separation between ownership and control: 

• Shareholders own the company but have little involvement in the day to day 
running of that company 

• Directors run the company on behalf of the shareholders 

 In essence the directors act as the agents of the shareholders. 

 The agency problem (also known as an agency conflict) is where the directors put their 
own interests first rather than prioritising the shareholders. 

(b) Examples of such problems or conflicts 

 Any example where directors are putting their own interests before those of 
shareholders will be accepted here. Typical scenarios include the following: 

• Directors paying themselves excessive salaries  

• Directors awarding themselves excessive bonuses even though company 
performance has not improved sufficiently 

• Directors agreeing to the takeover of another company so they can have more 
money and power (‘empire building’), even though the acquisition may lose 
shareholders money.  
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4 FINANCE 

The main options can be summarised as equity, debt and working capital. 

Equity 

• Given it is currently family-owned, one option could be for the Directors to ask the 
family to invest more equity, say through buying more shares. 

• One difficulty with this is that the family may not have the funds available to finance 
acquiring land,  a new factory and new boats. 

• Furthermore, if only some family members decide to invest, then issuing shares in this 
way could change the existing balance of control and cause disputes. 

• An alternative would be to try to issue share to external investors, but this would be 
difficult as Gadus is a private limited company and not listed on any stock market. 

• On a positive note, if equity finance could be raised then the company has the 
advantage of not having to pay a dividend if expansion benefits fail to materialise. 

Debt 

• Gadus could consider raising the money through, say, a bank loan. 

• This may be easier than raising new equity. 

• One disadvantage of a loan is that interest and capital must be paid, potentially putting 
pressure on company cash flows. 

• A key concern for the bank would be the amount and quality of security offered. While 
it may not see existing boats as good security, the new land and factory buildings (once 
built) would provide greater reassurance. There may also be scope to use any existing 
buildings as security, provided they are not already being used against existing loans. 

Working capital 

• Working capital is usually considered to be short term finance and, while likely to be 
part of an overall financing package, would not be sufficient to raise the funds needed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR COMPANIES AND PARTNERSHIPS 
5 TRUE AND FAIR VIEW 

The CA2006 in the UK requires that financial statements are produced that give a ‘true and 
fair view’ of the position and performance of the company.  

However, the term ‘true and fair’ is not defined in company law. 

It is typically assumed to mean that the financial statements: 

• should not contain any material errors that would be significant enough to alter the 
view of the company’s affairs. 

• apply all appropriate accounting standards. 

• contain information of sufficient quantity to satisfy the reasonable expectations of the 
users – indicating that the information must be adequately detailed. 

• follow generally-accepted practice. 
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6 INCORPORATION 1 

Advantages 

Limited liability 

Once a company has been incorporated as a limited company, its members enjoy limited 
liability. 

Liability is limited to any amount which is unpaid on shares, unlike in the case of a sole trader 
or member of a partnership, where liability is unlimited.  

In practice of course, the protection of limited liability may be more apparent than real in 
that financial institutions which lend money to private companies will usually require 
personal guarantees as security from the principal shareholder. 

Perpetual succession 

Once a company is formed it will continue in being until it is wound up.  

Unlike in the case, for example, of a sole trader or a partnership, the death of a shareholder 
does not mean that the business comes to an end, and this is so irrespective of the number 
or proportion of shares held by the shareholder.  

One of the advantages of this is that the directors of the company will continue to run the 
business and the contracts of employment of the company’s workforce continue. 

Flexibility in raising capital 

One of the consequences of limited liability is that potential investors in a company can invest 
knowing that they will carry no liability for the unpaid debts of the company.  

Disadvantages 

Legal formalities    

The process of incorporation and the subsequent operation of the company both attract 
considerably more regulation than a sole trader or partnership, and  also incur compliance 
costs. 

Loss of privacy   

Private companies are required to file accounts annually with the Registrar of Companies 
which are open to public scrutiny, whereas the affairs of unincorporated businesses and 
partnerships may remain private. 

Winding up of the company    

Unlike in the case of sole traders and partnerships, if a company ceases trading it needs to 
be formally wound up. 
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7 INCORPORATION 2 

Task 1 

• A sole trader 

• A general partnership 

Task 2 

• The shareholders of Ed Ltd are NOT liable for the company’s debts 

Task 3 

• Doc cannot take action against Ed personally as the debt is with the company and not 
Ed individually 
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8 NEDs  

Companies have non-executive directors for the following reasons: 

• Brings outside expertise to board. 

• Contributes an independent view. 

• Exerts control over executive directors. 
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9 PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENTS  

Task 1 

Firstly, the creditors will be paid their £7,000 in full from the £20,000 proceeds.  

The remaining £13,000 will be distributed to the partners in proportion to their capital 
contribution. 

• A will receive £6,500 (20/40 × 13,000) 

• B will receive £3,900 (12/40 × 13,000) 

• C will receive £2,600 (8/40 × 13,000) 

Task 2 

• A, B and C 

Partners are jointly and severally liable for contracts made by any partner of the firm, so long 
as they were acting within their express or implied authority.   
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CHAPTER 3 

BUSINESS STAKEHOLDERS INTERACTIONS AND NEEDS 
10 STAKEHOLDERS 

A stakeholder is a group or an individual, who has an interest in what the organisation does, 
or an expectation of the organisation.   

An alternative definition is that a stakeholder is ‘any person or group that can affect or be 
affected by the policies or activities of an organisation.  Many stakeholder groups can affect 
organisational strategy as well as being the recipient of the actions of the organisation. 

While it is true that company directors should prioritise the needs of shareholders, there are 
many reasons why other stakeholders should also be considered: 

• Power – other stakeholder groups may also have significant power so cannot be 
ignored 

• Shareholder wealth – in order to increase the wealth of shareholders other 
stakeholders must also be satisfied – for example, if customer needs are not met, then 
the company will lose sales and profits will fall 

• Legal factors – for example, employment law means that we cannot just sack someone 
to try to boost profits for shareholders 

• Raising finance – companies raise funds from other groups than just shareholders – for 
example, if raising a bank loan, then the needs of the bank must be considered 

• Ethical issues – for example, profits could be boosted by using cheaper machinery that 
(unfortunately) creates more pollution but the company has an ethical duty to act 
sustainably. 
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11 K COMPANY 

(a)  Stakeholders 

 Stakeholders are those individuals or groups that have an interest or ‘stake’ in the 
organisation.  

 The plan will affect both internal and external stakeholders as follows: 

Stakeholder How affected 

Directors, senior and junior 
managers 

Some will lose their jobs. 

For those that remain, the future prospects for 
promotion will be much reduced as the number 
of senior posts will be reduced. 

Assembly line workers Will lose their jobs in the plants that are to be 
closed. 

Employees in the countries to 
which production is being 
moved 

New employment and prospects in the Company. 

Suppliers Existing domestic suppliers will lose contracts, 
new suppliers in new countries will gain 
contracts. 

Customers Should see lower prices. A key concern for the 
firm will be whether they see a reduction in 
quality as well. 

Trades unions Very affected, as they must work to save jobs 
and/or obtain the best severance package for the 
employees they represent. 

Local communities Local shops and services in the locality of the 
plants closing will lose business and may also 
close. 

The local economy in those towns to which 
production has been moved will benefit from the 
extra income that the new jobs will bring. 

Local and national governments The move will affect local regeneration plans in 
both countries concerned. 

Shareholders If the plan is successful they will benefit from an 
increase in dividends and capital growth, if it fails 
they will lose wealth. 
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(b)  Stakeholder power 

Existing employees/trade unions 

 In the case of K Company, the power of existing employees derives from their skills and 
expertise. Their power will be limited as K Company has every right to move its 
operations overseas if it wishes to do so and, as the company can obtain a workforce 
in the other countries at lower cost, it is not dependent on its existing workforce. 

 Threatened with job losses, employees will use industrial action and try to attract the 
interest of the local media to gain public sympathy. 

Directors 

The production and marketing directors are against the plan. They possess not only 
skills and experience but can vote against plans. However, the board of directors as a 
whole has agreed the policy, so the production and marketing directors have limited 
power to change things.  

If they do resign, K Company should be able to recruit people with similar experience, 
so is not dependent on them. 

The CEO and directors supporting the plan will use company resources to implement 
the plan and they will counter negative publicity by explaining the economic necessity 
for the plans. 

Suppliers 

The power of existing suppliers comes from being able to disrupt supplies to 
K Company. They may also have power if there are long-term contracts that they can 
enforce. Such power is limited in its effectiveness, however. 

Government 

The local government has the power to influence K Company by persuasion but 
ultimately has little power to interfere in the international operation of companies. 

On the other hand, government officials in the countries to which K company intends 
to relocate will welcome the plans and may offer tax concessions to make the move 
more attractive. 

Shareholders 

Shareholders could vote to support the plan or vote against it at the company’s Annual 
General Meeting. If they did not support the plan, they could remove the CEO and 
appoint someone who would pursue an alternative policy. 

Shareholders thus have high power if they choose to use it. For most companies the 
shareholders rarely unite to act against the directors. 
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12 LKJ COMPANY 

(i)  Large institutional investors 

 The large investors will have high interest in the success of the organisation, while at 
the same time having high power to impact decisions, either through voting power or 
by threatening to sell their shares.  Using Mendelow’s matrix, they would thus be 
considered as ‘key players’ and should be involved in the decision making. 

 The three investors in LKJ are likely to be keen for the electricity to be purchased from 
the different country as this will increase the return on their investment. A dialogue 
should be established between the chairman and large shareholders, as a minimum by 
discussion at the annual general meeting.  However, more frequent meetings 
throughout the year are also expected.  The chairman needs to ensure that the 
expectations of return from LKJ are congruent with the investing companies. 

(ii)  Environmental pressure groups 

 The pressure group will have high interest in the decision but limited power to affect 
the decision, so should be kept informed according to Mendelow’s matrix. The board 
of LKJ therefore need to communicate with the group with the aim of explaining and 
educating them in respect of the actions being taken by LKJ. 

 Currently Clean-Earth are attempting to influence the strategy of LKJ by the media 
campaign.  The basis of this campaign is likely to be the fact that obtaining electricity 
from coal is more harmful for the environment than renewable sources and possibly 
nuclear generation.  Explanation of the reason for change in terms of increased profit 
may not, however, be acceptable to them. 

 However, it could be argued that the board must be prepared to learn from the 
pressure group.  Firstly, many pressure groups do have responsible and knowledgeable 
people within the group.  Not to listen may mean that valuable advice and assistance 
is rejected on the grounds of prejudice against this type of stakeholder.  While it is 
likely that advice from the group will be biased towards renewable resources, they 
may have ideas regarding cost efficiency that LKJ can use. Secondly, the group may 
attempt to influence other groups with high power to change the strategy of the 
organisation.  For example, getting national media involved could affect customers’ 
decisions whether to switch energy providers. 
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13 STAKEHOLDER CONFLICT  

Stakeholders will be affected as follows: 

Stakeholder Impact of move 

Shareholders Likely to see improved profits due to cost savings 

UK workers Will lose their jobs 

Workers in new country Will gain jobs but likely to be underpaid and have poor 
working conditions 

Customers May benefit from lower prices but may also find a drop 
in quality.  

Local community in new country Will see investment in the local area but will also suffer 
additional pollution  

From an ethical perspective it could be argued that it is wrong to prioritise profits for 
shareholders above the negative impact on other stakeholders, such as job losses for UK 
workers and environmental damage in the new country. 

[Note: many business ethics issues can be discussed in terms of stakeholder conflict] 
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CHAPTER 4 

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE  
14 PLACE OF WORK 

An entrepreneurial structure may have the following benefits: 

• It might feel like an exciting place to work as the organisation can quickly react to 
market changes and new ideas 

• Decisions are often made quickly 

• You probably know the owner of the business 

• You probably know more about the bigger picture as to what happens in the firm and 
where it is going 

However, an entrepreneurial structure may have a number of problems that a functional 
structure may address: 

• Lack of career structure – a functional structure may have more levels (i.e. be taller) 
and there may be a more clearly defined career structure 

• Specialisation – you may be the only accountant in an entrepreneurial structure and 
be expected to multi-task. In a functional structure you may work in a finance 
department and have colleagues who are also accountants, and so feel less isolated 
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15 L COMPANY 

Many of the problems described are due partly to the existing functional structure and how 
tight controls have suppressed creativity.  

The company should thus change to a divisional structure with managers in charge of product 
types. This would allow greater specialism in areas such as research and product 
development. 

An alternative would be to have a matrix structure with product, regional and functional 
heads. Teams could also be set up to manage particular projects. This would allow more 
cross-fertilisation of ideas than a purely divisional structure. 

Whichever structure is adopted, there should be greater decentralisation, more flexibility, 
less formality and greater use of teams. 
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16 M PLC  

The characteristics of M that are appropriate to it adopting a matrix organisational structure 
are as follows: 

• The business of M consists of a series of projects which are custom made, which are 
complex and require staff from a number of different functional areas 

• The projects undertaken by M have different start and end dates, so the organisation 
is continually reassigning resources from project to project as one ends and another 
begins 

• The projects undertaken by M are complex so the staff benefit from also being 
assigned to a technical function (such as finance or procurement) where they can share 
knowledge and experience with colleagues in their functional teams 

• The projects undertaken by M are often expensive, so having resources controlled by 
functional heads should lead to improved utilisation and reduced duplication across 
the different projects 

• The projects undertaken by M are customer facing and customers expect a high level 
of customer focus. Therefore, the customer will require a single point of contact (the 
project manager) to deal with customer requests and problems. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE ROLE OF THE FINANCE FUNCTION 
17 BEAN COUNTER 

While accountants do record financial transactions as part of their work (i.e. ‘count beans’) 
the modern finance function adds value to a business in many ways: 

ENABLES an organisation to create and preserve value though planning, forecasting and 
resource allocation: 

• Planning: the finance function will have an important role in preparing plans to assist 
the organisation in achieving its objectives and formulating relevant strategies. One of 
the main types of planning carried out at the operational level will be budgeting. 

• Forecasting: the preparation of forecasts, for example of future sales or material 
prices, will be an important role of the finance function at the operational level. 

• Resource allocation: an important role of the finance function will be to work out 
which resources (for example, labour, material, machinery, finance) the organisation 
will require to achieve its objectives. 

SHAPES HOW an organisation creates and preserves value through performance 
management and control: 

• Performance management: the finance function has an important role in the 
management of performance and the achievement of the organisation’s plans and 
budgets. This could involve helping set targets and KPIs.  

• Control: this will be an important part of effective performance management; actual 
performance will be compared to planned performance to identify any differences. 
Variance analysis may be carried out as part of this role. The identification of these 
differences may result in a reassessment or amendment of the original plans, 
strategies or budgets. 

NARRATES HOW an organisation creates and preserves value through financial (corporate) 
reporting: 

• Financial reporting (also called corporate reporting): an important role of the finance 
function is in preparing comprehensive reports intended to give information to 
shareholders and/or other interested people about the organisation’s activities and 
performance throughout the year. 
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18 CAR COMPANY  

Budgeting You will discuss the likely sales volume of the new electric vehicle with 
finance, in order to produce the sales budget. 

Advertising Finance will help you set the advertising budget, and also help monitor 
whether it is cost effective. For example, they could help in measuring 
new business generated as a result of different advertising campaigns. 

Pricing Even if you intend to set a price based mainly on market forces and the 
price of rival cars, you will need to consult with finance to ensure that 
costs are covered. 

Market share Finance can provide you with information on sales volumes for each car, 
to help you determine market share. 

KPIs Finance will help you establish and monitor the KPIs for the new range. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RISK AND RISK MANAGEMENT 
19 RISK  

The view that ‘all risk is bad and should be avoided’ is very simplistic and can be challenged 
as follows: 

• Risk may have upside as well as downside aspects.  

 Risk refers to uncertainty over future events. While this uncertainty could mean actual 
results are worse than expected (‘downside risk’), it can also mean results are better 
than expected (‘upside potential’).  

 For example, if I invest in shares on the stock market, then the value of my investment 
can go up, not just down. 

• Risk is often linked to potential returns 

 Often we have to accept higher risk if we want to try to achieve higher returns.  

 If I invest in shares, then this is riskier than putting the money into a building society 
account, but the reason I do this is because I expect higher returns (on average). 

• There are other ways of managing risk than simply avoiding it 

 The TARA framework outlines 4 possible ways to manage risk – transfer, accept, reduce 
and avoid. In a given situation ‘avoid’ may not be the best plan.  

 If investing in the stock market to get higher returns I might choose to buy shares in 
many companies to spread the risk better (‘reduce’).  
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20 THE RED COACH COMPANY  

Product risk 

This category encompasses the risk that customers will not buy the product (in this case the 
coach journey) provided by RCC. 

• Risk that potential passengers will prefer to travel by air, train or drive themselves  

Reputation risk 

This category encompasses all risks to the brand or image of RCC and hence the sales impact 
resultant upon this. 

• Risk of passengers being injured due to accidents 

Financial risk 

This category includes all risks relating to a change in any financial condition that may affect 
RCC. 

• If RCC has high debt, then it will be exposed to increases in interest rates 

• RCC will be very exposed to fuel price rises 

Regulatory risk 

The industry that RCC operates within will be subject to numerous rules and regulations, 
compliance with which leaves the company open to many risks. 

• Risk that coaches are not maintained sufficiently to meet regulations 

• Risk that the driver may not be appropriately qualified to drive a coach 

• Risk that the driver may break a driving regulation and hence incur fines for RCC 

Operational risk 

This category covers the risk of problems in any of the day-to-day activities that enable RCC 
to operate as a business. 

• Risk of drivers becoming ill and not being able to source replacement drivers 

• Risk of poor driving conditions affecting schedules 

• Risk of breakdowns 
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21 RISKY MANAGEMENT STYLE  

Operational risk 

• Managers who are rewarded for achieving very high targets may take excessive risks 
to achieve the targets, without proper planning or assessment of the risks associated 
with their actions. 

• The loss to the company of capable managers who do not achieve the targets set for 
no fault of their own – there does not appear to be any analysis of performance to 
identify reasons for failure (which may be out of the control of the employee) before 
punishing them. 

• In general, the lack of internal controls other than the use of financial targets means 
that the company could fail to see emerging problems until it’s too late. It is also 
possible that the company could fail to spot opportunities in the market place. 

Reputation risk 

• Reputation risk due to the company overlooking unscrupulous practices. Increasingly, 
customers, suppliers and shareholders expect companies to behave ethically. If these 
practices become public then this could severely damage the company’s reputation 
and lead to lost customers and suppliers. 

• There is a risk that product quality could be compromised as the suppliers are under 
pressure to reduce costs, leading to poor quality of components purchased. In addition 
the focus on cost reduction could lead to managers cutting corners, leading to poor 
product quality. Poor product quality could lead to losses in sales and further damage 
to the company’s reputation. 

Litigation risk 

• The company leaves itself open to the possibility of legal action by overlooking 
unscrupulous practices which could actually be illegal. 

Fraud risk 

• There could be a risk of fraud by employees who are underperforming and whose jobs 
may be under threat. The lack of company policies and procedures and the lack of 
direct supervision make it easier for employees to commit fraud, and less likely that 
the fraud will be detected. In addition the type of employee who is unscrupulous in 
dealing with customers is more likely to be prepared to defraud an employer.  
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22 TARA  

Risk transference strategy  

• This would involve the company accepting a portion of the risk and seeking to transfer 
a part to a third party.  

• Although an unlikely possibility given the state of existing claims, insurance against 
future claims would serve to limit CP’s potential losses and place a limit on its losses.  

• Outsourcing manufacture may be a way of transferring risk if the new supplier can be 
persuaded to accept some of the product liability.  

Risk avoidance strategy  

• An avoidance strategy involves discontinuing the activity that is exposing the company 
to risk.  

• In the case of CP this would involve ceasing production of robotic lawn mowers.  

• This would be pursued if the impact (hazard) and probability of incurring an acceptable 
level of liability were both considered to be unacceptably high and there were no 
options for transference or reduction.  

Risk reduction strategy  

• A risk reduction strategy involves seeking to retain some of the risk (in order to enjoy 
the return assumed to be associated with that risk) but to reduce it and thereby limit 
its ability to create liability.  

• One approach could be to analyse why problems are occurring and investing more to 
solve at last some of those issues – for example by writing new software for the lawn 
mowers. 

Risk acceptance strategy  

• A risk acceptance strategy involves taking limited or no action to reduce the exposure 
to risk and would be taken if the returns expected from bearing the risk were expected 
to be greater than the potential liabilities.  

• The case mentions that lawn mowers are highly profitable and it may be that the 
returns attainable by maintaining and even increasing lawn mower sales are worth the 
liabilities incurred by compensation claims.  
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CHAPTER 7 

EXTERNAL ANALYSIS – THE PESTLE MODEL 
23 PESTLE  

Organisational performance will be dependent on the successful management of the 
opportunities, challenges and risks presented by changes in the external environment.  

No organisation exists in a vacuum, therefore it will be affected and will have an effect on its 
environment. By identifying and understanding the changes within the environment, an 
organisation will be able to adjust its operations to ensure long-term company profitability 
and survival.  

A PESTLE analysis is a useful framework to help identify such drivers of change to enable a 
deeper understanding of opportunities, threats and risks.  
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24 THE GROVE HOTEL 

The political/legal environment 

• Tax incentives to keep the population healthy – the centre may be able to take 
advantage of these but they may also encourage even more competition. 

• Any changes in the legislation relating to children swimming unaccompanied – the 
existing legislation already has an impact on the services offered by the centre. 

• Activities of the local council – if the decision were taken to upgrade the public 
facilities, this would have an impact on the demand for the use of the centre. 

The economic environment 

• A healthy local economy means that confidence and spending are high. Families and 
other local residents are more likely to sign up as members of the centre. This will also 
affect the price which they are prepared to pay for memberships and visits to the 
centre. 

• A booming economy may also attract new competitors. 

The social environment 

• Attitudes are changing towards diet and health. As a result there is likely to be an 
increase in the number of people joining fitness clubs. There is also concern in many 
countries about the lack of exercise that young people are obtaining. This will have a 
significant impact on the demand for the centre’s facilities. 

• The attitude of the local population will also affect the kind of services which they are 
looking for and their expectations of service quality. The centre may be able to offer 
classes as well as memberships for example. 

• The lifestyle of potential customers will also affect the means by which the centre 
markets itself. For example, if people are used to networking, then a significant 
amount of business may come by word of mouth, and the centre could perhaps offer 
incentives to members to introduce their friends. 

The technological environment 

For the centre, technological change could influence the following:  

• The type of equipment which the centre can install and the expectations of customers 
– if increasingly sophisticated equipment is available the centre may find that it has to 
invest in upgraded equipment to keep customers happy. 

• The cost of equipment. 

• New systems which could improve the efficiency of managing the centre. 

• Different ways of marketing the centre and communicating with customers, such as 
the internet and email. 
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25 Q COMPONENTS 

Political environment 

• A stable political environment will reduce the risk of the investment. For example, 
what is the likelihood of armed conflict, civil war or of employees being kidnapped by 
terrorist groups? 

• The political attitude towards foreign firms is extremely important. For example, will 
Q face protectionist measures regarding ownership structures and repatriation of 
funds? 

• On the other hand some governments may be keen to encourage foreign investment 
via incentives such as soft loans and tax breaks. 

• If the country is a member of a regional trade union such as the EU, then exporting 
components into neighbouring countries will be much easier and cheaper. 

Economic factors 

• Strong growth in GDP and disposable income should ensure growth in demand for cars 
with a corresponding increase in demand for components. 

• A stable currency reduces the perceived risk of the project and should facilitate better 
planning.  

• Low inflation will also reduce the risk associated with the investment as well as 
generating consumer confidence. 

• Low interest rates will give low cost finance for Q, its potential customers and car 
purchasers. 

• Microeconomic/competitive factors – Q would want to choose a country with a high 
number of major car manufacturers present. As well as providing potential customers 
for components, there may be scope for collaboration over research. On the other 
hand, the presence of many rival components manufacturers could be a deterrent to 
Q, as it would make it much harder to earn high margins there. 

Social factors 

• High standards of local education, especially to degree level and beyond, will ensure a 
good supply of suitable candidates to recruit locally for both the research facility and 
the manufacturing plant.  

• Availability of labour and wage rates would be key factors for the manufacturing 
facility. Ideally Q would want a developing country where education and skills levels 
are high but average wage levels have yet to catch up with its home country. 

• A shared spoken language between Q’s home country and the target country will make 
communication easier. 

Technological factors 

• Is the communications infrastructure of the target country sufficiently developed? For 
example, if there is limited high speed internet access, then this would make 
communication between the two research facilities more difficult. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE MICROECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 
26 DEMAND 

Factors that could increase the demand for HelloFish meals: 

The price of the good • If the directors of HelloFish decided to drop their prices, 
then one would expect demand to increase. 

•  [The meals would have a downward sloping demand 
curve.] 

Prices of other goods • If rival meal kit suppliers increase their prices, then 
customers may switch across and buy more HelloFresh 
meals instead. 

• [The two options are substitutes for each other.] 

Income • Presumably the meal kits are more expensive than simply 
buying one’s own ingredients. Thus demand would 
increase if national incomes rose. 

• [The meals are ‘normal’ goods rather than ‘inferior’ 
goods.] 

Taste/fashion • Demand could be increased by spending more on 
advertising to change buyer habits. 

• Alternatively, fish based meals could become more 
popular, due say to growth in piscatarian diets and life 
choices. 

Other factors • Growth in population size.  
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27 MINIMUM PRICES 

Original supply and demand: 

Equilibrium price of sheep set by the interaction of supply and demand 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Revised supply and demand: 

At a minimum price of £65, the quantity demanded (QD) will be less than the quantity farmers 
are willing to supply (QS), resulting in a surplus of supply over demand: 
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28 MAXIMUM PRICES 

Original supply and demand: 

Equilibrium price of rent set by the interaction of supply and demand 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Revised supply and demand: 

At a maximum rent of £400, the quantity demanded (QD) will be more than the quantity 
landlords are willing to supply (QS), resulting in a shortage of apartments: 
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CHAPTER 9 

SUSTAINABILITY 
29 SUSTAINABILITY  

The two main definitions are: 

• Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.  
(The UN’s Bruntland Report). 

• A sustainable business is a business that offers products and services that fulfil 
society’s needs while placing an equal emphasis on people, planet and profits.  
(The Sustainable Business Network). 

Reasons why companies should be interested in it: 

• Ethical duty to be a good global citizen 

• Potential cost savings – e.g. due to lower energy usage 

• Short term gain in sales – e.g. if customers are influenced by sustainability related 
labels on products 

• Long term gain in sales – e.g. due to enhanced PR and reputation 

• Better risk management – e.g. pre-empting changes in regulations 

• Sustainability is one aspects of a firm’s commitment to CSR 

• Compliance costs – if already within sustainable levels costs would not be incurred. 
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30 BLACK COMPANY 

Since eating confectionery has potential negative implications for health, the company 
should consider presenting itself to the market as a producer with concerns for health. For 
example, the details on product packaging about the contents of the product might be 
presented in a more meaningful and clear way, so that customers who want to know what 
they are eating are given a better understanding. The company might also consider offering 
new products with more ‘healthy’ features, such as smaller sized chocolate bars and some 
sugar-free products. 

Advertising should be honest, and should not promote an unhealthy lifestyle for children and 
adults. The company might even consider using marketing to promote itself as a ‘healthy 
living’ producer, for example by sponsoring amateur sports events. 

The company should address the environmental problems of waste, particularly with product 
wrappings and packaging. There might be opportunities for presenting products in an 
attractive package, but using fewer packaging materials, or more environmental-friendly 
materials. The company might also review the sale of the products in plastic containers, and 
consider another way of presenting them. To gain a marketing advantage out of this 
initiative, the company should consider promoting itself as a manufacturer with concerns for 
the environment. 

It is important that, if a company uses marketing to promote itself and its products are 
sustainable, the general public should believe the message. There may well be public mistrust 
of companies that claim to be socially responsible and environmentally aware, but are 
actually being dishonest with their marketing message. 
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CHAPTER 10 

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS IN ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS 
31 ARNOLD 

Professional behaviour and confidentiality are at risk as Arnold has been given some 
confidential information, as an AAT member he should not reveal it. He could discredit the 
profession if he is found to be revealing confidential information to his friends. 
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32 DANIELLE 

A number of fundamental principles are in danger of being breached by the actions of the 
Finance Director and Danielle, if she accepts the bonus, as outlined in the scenario. 

Professional behaviour 

The Finance Director’s claim for non-business related expenses does not observe the 
principle of professional behaviour.  

This could also be regarded as damaging public interests since in effect, as a local government 
authority, it is the public through payment of rates and taxes, who would ultimately be paying 
for the Finance Director's non-business related expenses. 

In condoning the behaviour of the Finance Director, Danielle would also be taking action that 
could discredit the profession. In not informing the relevant authorities she is not carrying 
out her duties as a financial controller.   

Integrity 

If Danielle accepts the bonus from the Finance Director and remains silent, then the principle 
of integrity is compromised.  

Danielle is not being honest in dealing with the non-business related expenses claims and is 
accepting a bonus to which she is not entitled.  

In making the claim in the first instance, the Finance Director is also in breach of the integrity 
principle having not acted in an honest way. 

Confidentiality 

Whilst there is a principle of confidentiality with regard to the information acquired as a 
result of professional and business related relationships, in this particular case Danielle would 
be expected to disclose the claim of non-business expenses to her employer, the local 
government authority. 

It is part of her professional duty to disclose to the local government authority the 
infringement of regulatory requirements by the Finance Director. 

Objectivity 

The principle of objectivity requires a professional accountant not to allow bias, conflict of 
interest or undue influence of others to override professional or business judgement. This 
could be compromised since Danielle may feel she is under undue influence from the Finance 
Director. In accepting the bonus this could create a conflict of interest in that Danielle may 
feel she needs to do whatever the Finance Director requests, because she may be worried 
that he might report her acceptance of the bonus at some point in the future. 
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33 TINA  

Integrity 

When you are asked to contact the client to tell them that there has been a problem with the 
system, you are, in effect, being asked to tell a lie.  

At the very least you would be being reckless with the truth of having checked it if you sign 
it off without looking at it. 

Tina phoning in to say that she is ill while going away on holiday involves telling a lie. 

Objectivity 

It may be a small inducement, but it is an inducement when Tina says that she will write 
negative comments about you in your performance review.  

Professional Competence and Due Care 

When Tina says she has not been able to produce a promised report on time, this could 
suggest she is not professionally competent. 

Confidentiality 

There can be a duty to disclose to a regulatory body when she tells you not to tell anyone in 
case she gets into trouble, that could be a breach by maintaining confidentiality at an 
inappropriate time. 

Professional Behaviour 

There is normally an appropriate way in which a complaint from a client should be dealt with. 
Tina has compromised this when she missed work to go on holiday without booking time off 
appropriately. 
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CHAPTER 11 

MONEY LAUNDERING 
34 POCA 

The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) seeks to control money laundering by creating three 
categories of criminal offences in relation to the activity. 

Laundering 

Under the POCA, the three money laundering offences are  

• Concealing – Concealing, disguising, converting, transferring or removing criminal 
property. 

• Arranging – Taking part in an arrangement to facilitate the acquisition, use or control 
of criminal property. 

• Acquisition – Acquiring, using or possessing criminal property.  

Failure to report 

The second category of offence relates to failing to report a knowledge or suspicion of money 
laundering.  

It is an offence for a person who knows or suspects that another person is engaged in money 
laundering not to report the fact to the appropriate authority. However, the offence only 
relates to individuals, such as accountants, who are acting in the course of business in the 
regulated sector.  

Tipping off 

The third category of offence relates to tipping off.   

It is an offence to make a disclosure which is likely to prejudice any investigation under the 
Act.  
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35 WELLINGTON  

Matter 1 

The unsupported sales receipts could be evidence of money laundering activities.  

Wellington should continue to try to gather evidence as part of their audit.  

If they cannot find a reasonable explanation, then they should fill in a Suspicious Activity 
Report (SAR) to alert the NCA to the possibility of money laundering, and also consider 
resigning as auditors. 

Matter 2  

Any overpayment by a customer should be thoroughly investigated by a senior member of 
Oaks Ltd’s finance function staff and only repaid to the customer once it has been established 
that it is right/legal to do so. 

The request to pay a third party should be scrutinised before any payment is agreed to. 
Without further information the transaction does not make commercial sense and may be 
evidence of money laundering.  

Unless investigations satisfy any concerns raised, then Hannah should refuse the payment 
and the MRLO should fill in a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) to be sent to the NCA.  

Matter 3 

Wellington should advise Mahseer to inform HMRC of the error.  

If Mahseer refuse, then Wellington should resign as Mahseer’s tax advisers and also report 
the client’s refusal and the facts surrounding it to the NCA.  

Funds dishonestly retained after discovery of an error or omission become criminal property 
and their retention amounts to money laundering by the client or employer.  
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CHAPTER 12 

TECHNOLOGY AFFECTING BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
36 MATCHING  

Technological 
advancement 

 Description 

Cloud accounting  This is using accounting software that is hosted on remote 
servers. 

Data analytics  The process of collecting, organising and analysing large sets 
of data to discover patterns and other information which an 
organisation can use to inform future decisions. 

Visualisation  This allows large volumes of complex data to be displayed in 
a visually appealing and accessible way that facilitates the 
understanding and use of the underlying data. 

Artificial intelligence  This is an area of computer science that emphasises the 
creation of intelligent machines that work and react like 
human beings. 
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37 OFF/OUT  

Offshoring refers to the process of outsourcing or relocating some of an organisation’s 
functions from one country to another, usually in an effort to reduce costs. 

Outsourcing means contracting out aspects of the work of the organisation previously done 
in-house, to external specialist providers. 
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38 OUTSOURCING IT  

Advantages Disadvantages 

Strategic level  

• The external IT supplier will have 
economies of scale reducing S’s cost 
base. This is particularly important 
given recent consolidation in the 
industry. 

• The supplier will have expertise and 
core competences in excess of S’s, 
improving S’s use of IT and analytics 
in the market place. 

• Together these should improve S’s 
competitive advantage. 

• This should also reduce S’s risk 
exposure. 

• The supplier will have greater R&D 
competences and spend in the field of 
IT improving S’s innovation. 

• There may be greater flexibility to 
respond to future industry advances. 

• Control of a vital part of S’s business 
has been passed to a supplier, 
possible resulting in control 
problems. 

• It may not be cheaper to outsource, 
as the supplier will incorporate a 
profit element in their pricing. 

• S may become over-reliant on the 
supplier. 

Managerial level  

• Management can focus on other 
areas of the business where they have 
expertise. 

• Existing bugs and incompatibilities will 
be eliminated quickly. 

• Problems integrating the two firms’ IT 
systems will be avoided. 

• Problems implementing the 
changeover could seriously 
compromise S’s competitiveness if 
the process is not controlled 
effectively. 

• Managing the merger and the IT 
changes simultaneously could prove 
very time-consuming for 
management. 

Tactical level  

• Better information due to the 
possibility of networking systems, 
quicker systems and standardisation. 

• Monitoring and controlling the 
quality of the service provided will 
be difficult. 

• Staff losses in IT need to be handled 
carefully to avoid loss of morale. 

• There will be extra training needed 
to educate staff in the new 
processes and systems. 
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39 BENEFITS  

If UH uses technology to replace tasks that were time consuming, this allows managers to 
focus on key areas that may increase the supervision of these key areas thus allowing more 
control. 

The use of technologies can help UH speed up many processes, thus allowing UH to reduce 
the time taken to manufacture some of the products, leading to reduced costs and improving 
their chances of achieving their target costs. 

Effective use of technology can therefore improve overall efficiencies in UH.  

Also, UH could use technology to improve their understanding of what their customers value 
in their products. This would aid operational control by helping the employees involved with 
product design include features that customers truly value and reduce wasteful expenditure 
on unnecessary features. 
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CHAPTER 13 

DATA PROTECTION, INFORMATION SECURITY AND 
CYBERSECURITY 
40 DISTINCTION 

Data protection is concerned with protecting individuals against the misuse of personal 
information. 

Data security is concerned with keeping data safe from various hazards that could destroy or 
compromise it. 
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41 DISTINCTION  

Malware 

Short for malicious software.   

It is software designed to cause damage to a single computer, server or computer network.   

Worms, viruses and trojans are all varieties of malware, distinguished from one another by 
the means by which they reproduce and spread.  These attacks may render a computer or 
network inoperable, or grant the attacker access so that they can control the system 
remotely. 

Phishing 

A technique by which cybercriminals craft emails to fool a target into taking some harmful 
action.  

The recipient might be tricked into downloading malware that is disguised as an important 
document, for example, or urged to click on a link that takes them to a fake website where 
they will be asked for sensitive information like usernames and password. 

Denial of service attacks 

A brute force method to try to stop an online service from working properly.  

For example, attackers might send so much traffic to a website or so many requests to a 
database that it overwhelms the system’s ability to function, making it unavailable to 
anybody. 

Man in the middle attacks  

A method by which attackers manage to interpose themselves secretly between the user and 
a web service that they are trying to access.  

For example, an attacker might set up a Wi-Fi network with a login screen designed to mimic 
a hotel network; once a user logs in, the attacker can harvest any information that user sends, 
including their password. 
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42 FHB  

Key risks to FHB of any cyber security vulnerabilities: 

If the website should be unavailable for any reason it could lead to customers being unable 
to order from FHB and so the company could lose sales.  

The website being unavailable would also mean FHB would lose opportunities to raise 
awareness about their products and brand. 

Potentially even worse, any downtime could lead to customers finding alternative gift ideas 
or replacements for the brownies FHB makes and sells.  

Another consideration from any issues with cyber security would be reputational damage. 
Although FHB plans to expand its sales opportunities, it is currently the website that is the 
core sales point. 

Going forward FHB could make sales through other online sources, but any cyber security 
issues associated with their systems and procedures could mean customers avoid FHB 
brownies, regardless of the distribution channel. 

Given FHB’s location within UK jurisdiction, any cyber security issues are likely to lead to 
GDPR issues and potential fines. So as well as the lost sales and reputation damage FHB could 
be face significant fines, which would put the liquidity of the business at risk and further 
damage their reputation. 
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43 BLUSH  

(a) Increased cyber security risks: 

 By allowing customers to set up on-line accounts from which to make payments the 
company will be holding increased amount of personal information (such as 
customer’s payment details) which make them more attractive to hackers. 

 This increases the risk of the following: 

 Unauthorised access to customer accounts – leading to theft of their confidential 
personal information and/or the making of unauthorised purchases.  

 Hackers identifying unprotected input boxes on the new website (where the attacker 
is able to inject code into an input box on a company’s website which could be used to 
alter or download the database supporting the website).  

 Maliciously infecting adverts placed on website with malware which can then affect 
every visitor to that page regardless of whether the visitor actually clicks anything on 
the page. 

(b) Appropriate actions to mitigate against the increased risks: 

 Purchase appropriate additional insurance to cover against the increased cyber 
security risks.  

 Consider appointing an outside company be responsible for overseeing cyber-security 
within the organisation.  

 Carry out security testing of the system, for example using an ethical hacker, to test 
the new website to identify any unprotected access points.  

 Consider whether existing firewalls and malware/virus protection software should be 
upgraded if needed to protect against additional vulnerabilities.  

 Use AI to identify unusual systems activity (such as surges of data traffic across the 
network) which may suggest there has been a systems breach.  

 Ensure pop-up blockers take automatic effect whenever any devices on the system 
access other websites to reduce the exposure to adverts which could contain malware. 
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CHAPTER 14 

INFORMATION AND BIG DATA  
44 REALLY BIG DATA  

• Data means facts, so consists of numbers, letters, symbols, raw facts, events and 
transactions which have been recorded but not yet processed into a form suitable for 
use. 

• Information is data which has been processed in such a way that it is meaningful to 
the person who receives it (for making decisions). 

• (Note: The terms data and information are often used interchangeably in everyday 
language.) 

• Big Data describes data sets so large and varied they are beyond the capability of 
traditional data-processing.  

• Often definitions of big data make defence to the 4Vs as these are typical features of 
big data: 

– Volume – there may be a huge amount of data 

– Velocity – data is fed into the organisation at a high speed 

– Variety – data may be in many different formats 

– Veracity – the reliability of data may vary considerably 
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45 REAL WORLD EXAMPLES 

Uber 

Uber uses the personal data of the user to analyse which features of the service are 
frequently used, to evaluate usage patterns, and to determine where the services should be 
more focused.  

Uber analyses supply and demand of the services and uses this to change prices. For example, 
if you are running late for an appointment and you book a taxi in a busy city centre, then 
expect to pay double the amount. 

Netflix 

NetFlix will try to forecast what its users will enjoy watching by analysing what titles 
customers watch, whether they watch the whole film/episode/series, how often playback is 
stopped, what ratings are given, etc.  

This analysis can then be used to  

• make recommendations to customers (according to Netflix, around 75% of viewer 
activity is based on personalized recommendations.) 

• inform decisions on which titles to offer 

• drive decisions on new content creation. 
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CHAPTER 15 

VISUALISING INFORMATION 
46 CHOICES  

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Bar and column 
charts 

• can be interpreted very 
quickly 

• easy to see relative 
importance of data 

• can be used to represent 
more than two sets of data 
at once. 

• confusing if too many 
columns or bars are used 

• difficult to portray 
accuracy 

• totals may get lost 

• need a ‘key’ to 
understand. 

Pie charts • relative size of each 
component quickly 
assessed. 

• The size of the circle (or 
pie) can be used to 
represent the overall total 
if we are comparing data 
between a number of 
periods. 

• They can represent lots of 
complicated data quickly 
and simply. 

• It is difficult to determine 
exact values. 

• complicated if more than 
one pie is represented 
with different sizes to 
represent overall total 
value. 

• may be too simple for 
some users who are 
concerned with the details. 

• can be difficult to make 
distinctions when values 
are close together. 

Scatter graphs • easy to identify the 
‘direction’ of the 
relationship between two 
variables. 

• can display a more varied 
series of data than line 
graphs. 

• best way to illustrate a 
non-linear or random 
pattern/relationship 
between the variables. 

• if there are only a few data 
points then the diagram 
can become misleading 
and less useful. 

• only two variables can be 
compared at one time. 

• a user might find it difficult 
to interpret without 
further information. 
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47 DASHBOARD  

Explain how you would decide what information to include on the dashboard. 

• As a general rule, try to limit the number of measures or indicators, so the reader isn’t 
overwhelmed. 

• As a general rule, try to focus on what is most important – e.g. critical success factors 
and key performance indicators. 

• It is therefore vital to find out who the dashboard is for and its purpose. 

• For example, a dashboard communicating performance of the company as a whole to 
shareholders might focus on a few key headline stats that they would be interested in, 
such as total sales, profit, growth, earnings per share and share price. 

• On the other hand, a sales report aimed at sales managers may contain much more 
detailed information on sales by product or region, and comparing actual against 
budget. 

Why might you choose to display information in graphs, charts and infographics, rather 
than simply showing figures and tables of data? 

• As above, the style of presentation will depend on who the dashboard is for and its 
purpose. 

• For example, the sales managers above may prefer to have access to the raw data in 
tables, so they can do additional analysis if they feel the highlighted analysis doesn’t 
go far enough. On the other hand, the shareholder may prefer to be able to see key 
trends and results at a glance. 

• In most cases, the use of diagrams, graphs, etc. makes it easier to communicate key 
figures, trends, comparisons and patterns, allowing the reader to grasp the picture 
very quickly. 

• The method of presentation is also a factor – a report gives readers more time to look 
at tables than a slideshow as part of a presentation, say, so graphics may be more 
suitable for the latter. 
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